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Abstract Automated production systems
(aPS) involve different disciplines, like mechan-
ical and software engineering. Evolution has
to be seen as a repetitive activity in these sys-
tems. Complexity of hardware and especially
software is constantly rising and demands for
automated solutions, as change propagation
analysis by hand is slow and error-prone. In
this paper, we present an approach to auto-
matically calculate change propagation based
on requirement changes in aPS.

1 Introduction

Automation has become a crucial success fac-
tor for manufacturing industries. aPS are
software-controlled mechanical systems, which
are under operation for several decades [8].
During their lifetime aPS are subject of evolu-
tion due to new technological developments or
changing requirements [7]. aPS involve mul-
tiple disciplines, as they comprise both hard-
ware and software. The hardware further in-
cludes mechanical (e.g. fixtures) and electrical
parts (e.g. sensors). Mutual dependencies
between these disciplines cause evolution and
change management to be challenging [7]. But,
changes are often implemented ad hoc by re-
sponsible employees. Thus, change manage-
ment in aPS is not well documented [7].

This paper presents an approach to au-
tomate change propagation analysis by ex-
tending an existing maintainability framework
to support requirements in aPS. Automating
change analysis allows profound documenta-
tion. Furthermore, the consideration of re-
quirements allows to work on a higher level of
abstraction and increases usability.

2 Foundation

Our approach extends the existing Karls-
ruhe Architectural Maintainability Prediction

(KAMP) [6]. KAMP is an architecture-based
approach to change propagation and mainte-
nance effort estimation, using models as pri-
mary artifacts. KAMP can be applied to archi-
tectural elements of component-based software
(e.g., interfaces). Propagation is then automat-
ically calculated based on these changes. The
result is a task list containing all necessary
steps to implement a change. KAMP4aPS [8]
and KAMP4IEC [5] extend KAMP to hard-
ware and control software in aPS, respectively.

To formalize and trace requirements and de-
sign decisions we used an existing metamodel
persisting requirements and design decisions
[2, 4]. An extension to this metamodel [3] also
considers options (see Fig. 1), which represent
alternatives to resolve requirements and design
decisions. For example, if a new requirement
demands to consider the color of workpieces,
and a design decision is made to use an optical
sensor, the corresponding option is ”Introduce
new optical sensor”.

3 Related Work

There already exist approaches to automated
change propagation analysis in aPS (e.g., [1]).
However, they often do not consider require-
ments. The evolution of aPS is discussed in
[7]. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the
topic. But, no practical approach is presented.

4 Approach

In order to consider requirements in the change
propagation analysis of aPS we developed
KAMP4aPS4Req. The metamodels for re-
quirements and design decisions [2, 4, 3] are
included into the change propagation analysis
of KAMP for the aPS domain. This allows
for specifying changes on a higher level of ab-
straction by changing requirements and design
decisions instead of architectural elements. To



support a modular architecture, the approach
is separated in three modules (cf. Fig. 1):
the common module which applies to both
hardware and software, and a separate module
for each of those. This enables us to use the
approach for hardware without needing the
software module and vice versa. The change
propagation first deals with the requirement
level. It applies to both hardware and software,
as requirements, design decisions, and options
are specified for the aPS as a whole. After-
wards, change propagation on the architecture
level is calculated separately. The following
subsections present the change propagation
analysis in more detail.

4.1 Requirement level

The starting point of the change propagation
analysis is a set of changed requirements. The
metamodels provide references from require-
ments to design decisions and options. A user
can specify design decisions for each require-
ment and the corresponding options for re-
quirements and design decisions. These refer-
ences are then used to calculate the change
propagation from requirements to design de-
cisions and options, as seen in Fig. 1. The
change calculation algorithm is implemented
in a set of change propagation rules along the
references. As change propagation on the ar-
chitecture level is not involved yet, this step
is independent of the underlying architecture,
allowing it to be exchangeable.

4.2 Architecture level

The options, that the user created in the first
step in their turn reference specific elements in
the architecture. Using these references, the
propagation to the architecture level is calcu-
lated. This step is performed separately for
hardware and software, which manifests in sep-
arate implementations. If an option references
an architectural element, this architectural ele-
ment is subject of change and, thus, is marked
as changed. However, this changed element
can lead to a number of other architectural el-
ements which have to be changed in their turn.
Tracking of this further propagation within the
hardware and software model is then taken
care of by KAMP4aPS and KAMP4IEC, re-
spectively. The resulting task list then con-
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Figure 1: Overview of the KAMP4aPS4Req approach

tains all needed changes within the hardware
and software models, as well as affected re-
quirements and design decisions.

5 Conclusion

We presented KAMP4aPS4Req, which enables
support of automatic derivation of change
propagation based on requirement changes in
aPS. Our approach can be used to automati-
cally estimate the effort of change implementa-
tion in advance. Knowledge about the change
analysis process is made explicitly available,
instead of relying only on the experience of
responsible employees.
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